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MINISTER PRAISES QUEANBEYAN GRAZIERS ON INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR 

BIODIVERSITY
 

Environment Minister Mark Speakman today singled out three NSW graziers for high praise 
on International Day for Biological Diversity for their contribution towards saving one of the 
nation’s most endangered plant species – the Small Purple-pea. 
 
Mr Speakman said the plant was recently discovered on the Queanbeyan sheep farming 
property of brothers Brett and Michael McDonald.  
 
The Minister said the efforts of the brothers in saving this species on their property exemplifies 
how working together at all levels is central to protecting the State’s biodiversity. 
 
“The actions of the McDonalds sum up what International Day for Biological Diversity is all 
about – they did not hesitate to step in and do what was necessary to protect what we now 
know is one of the world’s best and largest colonies of this incredibly rare plant species from 
extinction,” Mr Speakman said. 
 
“The Small Purple-pea once existed across the landscape but more than a century of grazing 
saw the species reduced today to a tiny handful of locations. 
 
“The efforts of these graziers to find and protect this species, has single-handedly changed 
the longer term outlook for the Small Purple pea considerably. 
 
“Michael’s son Aaron unexpectedly found the plant occupying a well-preserved woodland on a 
ridge. OEH botanists regard this 15 hectare block as the jewel in the crown because the site is 
largely free of weeds and in near pristine condition. 
 
“The McDonalds, who have farmed this property for seven generations, immediately set about 
constructing a fence to keep stock out and today are active in their efforts to ensure the peas 
long term survival. 
 
“After discovering the Small Purple-pea (Swainsona recta) on their farm they consulted 
experts at the Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) and then took it upon themselves to 
construct a 700 metre fence at their own expense. 
 
“I have nothing but praise for the McDonalds who have been selfless and enthusiastic in their 
efforts.” 
 
McDonalds feature in a short film produced by OEH to celebrate The International Day for 
Biological Diversity: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBjTGt3DNo4 
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